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Abstract: Mg-doped ZnO were synthesized by the nitriding method at 500 C and 700 C. Morphological, compositional, structural and optical analysis
has been studied for these temperatures. FTIR, SEM, EDAX, XRD, UV-Vis DRS spectrophotometry and PL studies were carried out for these samples.
ο
At 500 C, the XRD pattern shows extra peaks, which correspond to secondary phase. The extra peaks were not found in the XRD pattern at
ο
ο
700 C.Using Match 3 software, at 500 C, the MgO, which has a cubic structure changes its structure to the host structure, which was a hexagonal
ο
structure as ZnO and ZnO changes its structure to cubic structure, which is the structure of the dopant material. At 700 C the absence of extra peaks in
the XRD pattern suggests that the MgO also has the structure of the host material, which is hexagonal structure, which is confirmed by the Match 3
software. PL spectra show that UV-emission band around 380-390 nm and blue emission peak for both the temperatures. Three peaks at389 nm, 466
ο
ο
nm and intense red emission at 641 nm was observed in the sample processed at 500 C. For the sample synthesized at 700 C, three peaks at 381 nm,
ο
466 nm and weak peak at 557 nm were observed. The intense red peak observed for the sample processed at 500 C is attributed to the structural
interchange of the dopant and the host materials.
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1.INTRODUCTION:
Zinc-Oxide is a II-VI compound semiconductor having a
wide band gap of 3.37 eV and binding energy of 60meV[1] .
It has enormous applications in optical[2] and electric
field[3]. But some applications require higher band gap than
that of ZnO. Hence it can be tuned by proper doping with
ZnO[4] . But before choosing the dopant, the radius and the
band gap of the dopant atom is important. When Mg is
added as dopant the band gap of MgO is 7.5 eV and the
radius of Mg2+ ion is (0.57 Aο) where the band gap of ZnO is
3.37 eV the radius of Zn2+ ion is (0.60 Aο) hence the Mg2+
replaces the Zn2+ ions in the lattice site. The band gap of
the Mg doped ZnO can be used as electron blocking layer
to reduce electron overflow at higher current density and
hence the gap can be varied between 3.37 eV to 4 eV[5]
and also optical constants such as refractive index,
extinction coefficient and dielectric parameters can be
altered[6]. However the preparation of the material is
complex because ZnO has wurtzite structure (a=3.25 Aο
and c=5.25 Aο) and MgO has a cubic structure (a=4.21 Aο)
and the unstable solid solubility of MgO in ZnO[7]. This
problem can be overcome by choosing the proper method
of growing the nano particles. Hence the Mg doped ZnO
plays major role in many applications[8] . Especially, in
luminescence property the UV emission is blue shifted due
to broadening of doping which establish that the band gap
increases. So it opens the field for its potential applications
in OLED technology[9] .In the present study the Mg doped
ZnO have been grown by the nitriding method at different
temperatures. The structural, morphological and optical
properties are analyzed.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION:

The Zinc Nitrate and Magnesium Nitrate were purchased
from Nice Company, which were used without any further
purification. 60 gm of Zinc nitrate was dissolved in75 ml of
double distilled water and mixed with 60 gm of urea diluted
with 10 ml water and citric acid diluted in 10 ml of water.
The solution was kept in magnetic stirrer for 10 minutes.
Then 5 gm of Magnesium nitrate diluted in 10 ml of water
was mixed with the prepared zinc nitrate solution. The
mixture was kept in a magnetic stirrer for one hour. Then 10
ml of Poly Ethylene Glycol (PEG) was added drop by drop
to the mixture and kept in the hot plate for 10 hours at a
constant temperature for drying purposes. After that it was
kept in a muffle furnace for 500ο C for 3 hrs. The same
procedure repeated for 700 ο C also.
2.1 Instrumental Used:
The synthesized material was characterized using the
instruments XRD of Scanning Mode 2 Theta/Theta of
Scanning type, Continuous Scanning X-Ray 40kV/30mA
and the data was recorded using CuKβ radiation. JEOL
JSM 6510-LV Scanning Electron Microscope with MOXTEK
550i thin film coated IXRF energy dispersive spectrometer
(EDAX) is used for morphological and for determining the
percentage of elements present in the sample. The Photo
Luminescence studies were done using LS 45
Fluorescence Spectrometer by PerkinElmer model.
Reflection and Transmission studies were done using
JASCO UV-Vis DRS Photometric mode V - 650 Series
model. The Band Gap of the material was studied using UV
SPECTRUM-JASCO V-650 series of KUBELKA-MUNK
model.

3 Results and Discussions:
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3.1 Fourier Transform Infrared Analysis (FTIR):Fourier
Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis is done
for the sample. “Figure 1” shows the FTIR spectrum of
synthesized Mg doped ZnO at 500ο C & 700ο C. The
various modes of vibration are observed in different regions
of FTIR spectrum and shown in “Table 1”. The peak at
3445cm-1 [10] at 500οC indicates the -OH stretching
vibrations. These stretching vibrations correspond to
hydroxyl band. The peak at 1531cm-1 [11] at temp 700ο C is
due to bending vibration of free water. This vibration
indicates the presence of bound H2O on the surface of the
sample. The peak at 1431 cm−1[12]for 500οC is associated
with Mg-O. The peak at 1012 cm−1 [13] at temp700ο C is
assigned to the stretching vibration mode Mg-O. This peak
is related to the high oxygen content in this layer. The
absorption at (864,861) cm-1 [14] is due to the stretching
vibration of Mg-O bonding. The IR spectrum of ZnO usually
shows a characteristic absorption band between 400550cm−1 due to two transverse optical stretching modes of
ZnO[15] . For the temp 500οC this maximum is split into two
maxima, one at 529 cm−1 [16]is due to O-H stretching and
the second one at 445 cm−1 [17] while for the temp 700οC it
shows only one maximum at 410 cm−1 is the characteristic
peaks of Zn-O stretching vibration. It is in the low frequency
side is due to some structural changes by doping with
Mg[18].
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3.2 Morphological and Compositional analysis:
The morphology of Mg doped ZnO, is studied from
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) is shown in “Figure 2
and 3”. It shows the seed-like structures of synthesized
ZnO particles at 500οC, which are almost in spherical shape
and also a few of them as a rod like structure in appearance
and the crystallite size falls under nano region, from XRD
analysis. As the temp 700οC particles of different size; a
few of them are spherical but few have the particles of
hexagonal facet. They are highlighted in the inset.

Figure 2 SEM pattern of synthesised ZnO at temp 500οC

Figure 1 FTIR pattern of synthesized
Mg doped ZnO at temp 500οC and 700οC
Table 1 FTIR peak interpretations

Figure 3 SEM pattern of synthesised ZnO at temp 700οC
The compositional analysis is carried out by EDAX for the
synthesized Mg doped ZnO particles to confirm the
presence of Mg-doped in ZnO particles. “Figure 4 and 5”
show the EDAX spectra for synthesized ZnO at the
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temperatures 500ο C and 700ο C. The spectra confirm the
presence of the constituents zinc (Zn), oxygen (O) and
magnesium in the particles. It is clear from the spectra that
the particles are successfully synthesized. The consistent
and sharp peaks with magnesium-zinc oxide demonstrates
the synthesized particles are crystalline in nature, and the
peaks associated with impurity are absent in EDAX spectra
hence the synthesized Mg doped ZnO particles are in pure
forms. The percentage of Zn, Mg and O elements present
are tabulated in “Table 2”.
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20-80ο . This XRD pattern has the characteristic peaks of
ZnO [19] shown in the “Figure 6”. The average crystallite
size and the various XRD parameters for both the
temperatures is oriented along [101] plane and various
parameters are tabulated in Table 3. The decrease in
crystal size can be attributed to the formation of Mgsubstituted ZnO (Mg-O-Zn) solid solution which inhibits the
growth of crystal grains [20]. This can be explained as a
function of Mg content by the Zener pinning effect. There
are a variety of inherent defects present in ZnO with
different ionization energies such as oxygen vacancy (VO),
zinc vacancy (VZn), oxygen interstitials (Oi) and zinc
interstitials (Zni) [21]. Due to these crystal defects and
imperfections, the expansion of grain boundaries gets
restricted in a crystal which is called Zener pinning effect
[22].The intensity of the diffraction increases with increase
in temperature.

Table 2 The atomic percentage calculated for synthesized
ZnO at 500ο C and 700ο C

Figure 6 XRD pattern of synthesized Mg doped ZnO at
temp 500οC and 700οC

Figure 4 EDAX pattern for 500οC

Figure 5 EDAX pattern for 700οC
3.3 Structural Analysis:
ZnO at different temperature is carried with the help of XRD
method. The intensity data are collected over a 2θ range of

The 2θ values for both the temperatures, which
corresponds to [100], [002], [101], [102], [110], [103], [200],
[112] planes, shows a typical XRD pattern of ZnO
particles[23]. This XRD peak matches with the JCPDS card
no. 05-0664 of the ZnO structure which are standard
hexagonal peaks. Therefore, the XRD peaks indicating Mg
ions are substituted for Zn ions because both have very
similar ionic radii (0.57and 0.60 Å)[24] , and there are no
variation in the structure of the Mg doped ZnO
nanoparticles. But, there is a secondary phase at about 32
which corresponds to [110][25] and at an angle about 53ο
corresponds to [103][26]which may be due to MgO which
has tetragonal spaces wurtzite hexagonal structure with a
doping amount of 3.5 mole% of mg doped ZnO. Hence,
these results demonstrate the fact that Mg-doped ZnO
synthesized at 500 °C contains amorphous MgO, which is
not incorporated into the ZnO lattice, which forms a
secondary phase but at temperature 700 °C MgO
decomposes [27] and leads to Mg diffusion into the ZnO
lattice structure. This confirms that temperature that Mg
disrupts and occupies the Zn site [28] completely at higher
temperature.The peak intensities seem to be increased for
700 °C when compared to 500 °C and at higher angle it
shows a small shift towards low angle (show in Figure 6
inset), hence the lattice parameters, micro strain and
dislocation density increases with decrease in crystallite
size. This may be attributed to the introduction of Mg which
immobilized the ZnO.
Table 3 XRD parameters of synthesized Mg doped ZnO at
temp 500οC and 700οC
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Figure 7 XRD pattern of synthesized Mg doped ZnO at
temp 500οC by Match 3 software
“Table 3” shows the grain size and the FWHM, which are
calculated for all the peaks of XRD spectra.The grain size
(D) was obtained from XRD peaks using the DebyeScherrer’s equation[29]. The Microstrain can be calculated
from
ε = β Cos θ / 4
The Dislocation Density of the nano particle is S = 1 /
D2(nm)-2
The d- spacing of the atom is calculated by (n λ / Sin θ) Å
Where n is the order of diffraction, λ = Wavelength of Xrays and θ is Diffraction Angle. The lattice constants can be
calculated by using the relation[30],
1/d2hkl = 4/3((h2+hk+k2)/a2)+(l2/c2)
With the first order approximation (n = 1) for the (101)
plane. The lattice constant ‘a’ is obtained through the
relation
a=λ /√
And the lattice constant ‘c’ can be derived from the relation
c = λ/
The volume (V) of the unit cell for hexagonal system is
V=0.866*a2*c
When the temperature increases the lattice parameter and
the lattice volume decreases. This indicates that the Mg ion
substitutes into host lattice partially in tetrahedral Zn
positions. It is observed that the incorporation of Mg ions
creates significant changes in Zn-O bond length. Hence the
structural adjustments may arise due to the radius
difference between the two substitution ions. The bond
lengths are calculated from the relation
L=√ 2/3+(1/2-u)2c2)
where ‘a’ and ‘c’ is the lattice parameters and ‘u’ is a
positional parameter. The positional parameter ‘u’ can be
calculated by the relation,
u=(a2/3c2)+0.25
There is a decrease in bond length values with Mg doped
ZnO particles when the temperature increases. Thus the
blue shift of the UV emission, the shift of red to green band
region to increase in temperature is confirmed by XRD
studies by the absence of secondary peaks at 700οC which
reveals that the Mg is incorporated into ZnO lattice
successfully.

Figure 8 XRD pattern of synthesized Mg doped ZnO at
temp 700οC by Match 3 software
Magnesium as MgO has cubic structure. When Mg is doped
with ZnO which has tetragonal structure, there is
interchange in the tetragonal structure and formation of
secondary phase is observed. In the XRD analysis for 500ο
C it is observed that there is secondary phase which is
evident from extra peaks observed at 32ο C and 53ο C.
From Match 3 program, it is observed that at 500ο.C Mg has
a hexagonal structure and ZnO is seen in cubic
structure.56% of Mg is there in hexagonal structure and
44% of ZnO is in a cubic structure at 500οC. This is a new
phenomenon wherein there is a structural interchange by
both the dopant and also the host materials. Hence, the
secondary phase is due to structural interchange, though it
is attributed to the disruption of the tetragonal structure, the
host material, which is ZnO has interchanged to the
structure of the dopant. It is important to see the optical
properties due to this interchange. At 700ο C Mg ions
diffuses into the hexagonal structure of the ZnO, which has
been confirmed XRD analysis, which shows no secondary
peaks and the same phenomena is confirmed through
Match 3 program also (shown in “Figure 7 and 8”)
3.4 Optical Characterization:
In order to investigate the doping effect on optical
properties, the UV- Diffuse reflectance spectra has been
observed of synthesized Mg doped ZnO in “Figure 9” in the
wavelength range of 200-800 nm and the band gap of the
sample is calculated. The reflectance edge is initially same
for both the temperatures. In the spectra gradually the
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reflectance shifted towards the blue band emission(443 and
475 nm) and hence it indicates the incorporation of
magnesium in the zinc oxide interstitial site. When Mg2+
substitute the Zn2+, due to the electro-negativity and ionic
radius differences between Zn and Mg, the increase in
oxygen vacancies and carrier concentration appears. Thus
the optical band gap widening occurs. Hence the excitonic
reflectance favors for the little quantum confinement
effect[31] , since the size of the nano particle under study is
much larger than the Bohr radius of ZnO (approximately
2.34 nm). If there is any presence of contaminants it would
have acted as dopants in the ZnO, causing lower energy
(higher wavelength) transitions, which would appear as
small peaks or drops in the UV-Vis spectrum. But the
spectrum shows a smooth line beyond the original drop.
This confirms that the material has a good reflectance
characteristic[32]. The sample show that the reflectance is
increasing from UV to visible range with more than 65% of
reflectance. The band gap energy calculation of ZnO
material is performed by using KubelkaMunk plot[33] shown
in the Figure 10. The optical band gap has been calculated
and found to increase from 3.18 eV for undoped ZnO [34] to
3.34 eV for Mg-doped ZnO at temp 500οC and 3.37 eV for
temp 700οC, because MgO has a wider band gap than
ZnO[35]. Hsu et al. reported that doping with Mg increases
the band gap of ZnO. Hence increase in the band gap is
due to Burstein-Moss effect. The Excitonic transition energy
shifted to a high energy value due to Mg doping in ZnO.
However, Mg doping in the ZnO acts as a donor and the
band gap of the structure increases.

Figure 9 UV-Vis DRS spectra for Reflectance for the temp
500ο C and 700 ο C
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synthesized Mg doped Zinc oxide recorded for both the
temperatures are shown in the “Figure 11 and 12”. It shows
three distinct emission features which can easily be
discerned: First peak around 389 nm(500ο C)[36] and the
other at 381 nm(700ο C). This corresponds to the
characteristic band edge emission of UV region. UV
emission is known as a near-band-edge (NBE) emission,
which originates from the recombination of the free exciton
through an exciton-exciton collision process. The increase
in the intensity of UV emission is due to improved crystal
quality and a decrease in the stress of ZnO due to doping.
The difference in the UV emission peaks is due to increase
in temperature (without change in doping ration).Hence the
tuning of the band gap can take place over a range of 67
meV by increase in temperature and it is due to substitution
of Mg ions in Zn ions. The band emission of ZnO creates
electrons from the valence to the conduction band and
hence it leaves holes in the valence band. The holes move
within the valence band to deep levels and recombination
occurs between electrons from the conduction band facile
donor levels and trapped holes on deep levels. The second
peak at 466 nm (500ο C) and 461 nm (700ο C) which are
sharp represents the blue band emission range. The
radiation in the visible range is due to recombination
between point defects and oxygen vacancies. The third
peak at the red luminescence at 641 nm (500 ο C) observed
in the present case which is sharp with an increase in
intensity has been assigned to electronic transitions from
the Zni level to the valence band. The energy level
corresponding to Zn interstitial lies just below the
conduction band, and it can trap photo excited electrons
followed by their radiative recombination with holes in the
valence band. But for the temp 700ο C the peak is at 557
nm represents the green region. This green emission
originates from the recombination of a photo-generated
hole with an electron, occupying the oxygen vacancy and
interstitial of zinc arises due to deep level defect state and
hence called as Deep level Emission (DLE). The shift in the
excitation peak from red to green region may be due to the
difference between the largest particle and smallest particle
is reduced which leads to incorporation of Mg in ZnO lattice.
At higher temperature the decrease in emission intensity
may be due to decrease in the size of the atom which
increases surface/volume ratio. The intensities of peak are
not in a certain order because the number of defects
depends on the amount of oxygen present in the
atmosphere during preparation of samples. In our
experiment, an interesting phenomenon is observed that
the intensity of the visible emission band in Mg-doped ZnO
is stronger. This may be attributed to the increase in the
concentration of oxygen vacancies and surface
recombination effects on the material[37]. Mg doped ZnO
structures have changed the optical properties significantly
may be due to Mg replaces Zn which has smaller
electronegtivity than Zn. Hence the blue shift is dominant at
higher temperatures, which indicates the material is useful
for Opto-electronic devices.

Figure 10 UV-Vis DRS Band gap energy of the material
3.5 Photo luminescence analysis:
The photoluminescence spectra is an effective
methodology to study electronic, optical properties of
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Figure 11 Photo Luminescence for temp 500οC

Figure 12 Photo Luminescence for temp 700οC

CONCLUSIONS:
Mg doped ZnO were synthesized by nitriding method. The
FTIR result shows the presence of Zn, Mg and O in the
samples. SEM result shows that when the temperature
increases the crystal size decreases. EDAX studies reveal
the purity of the samples. The XRD results show that at the
500οC the secondary phase exists, and at 700οC it was
absent. From Match 3 software, it is observed for the
sample processed at 500οC that there has been an
interchange of host and dopant structure between MgO and
ZnO structures, which is a new phenomena and when
compared with the sample processed at 700οC, the PL
studies shows an intense red peak at at 641 nm, for the
sample processed at 500οC, in addition to common peaks
whereas for the sample processed at 700οC, the PL studies
shows a weak peak at 557 nm, in addition to the common
peaks. The intense red peak observed for the sample
processed at 500οC is attributed to the structural
interchange of the dopant and the host materials. Data
Availability Statement: The raw/processed data required to
reproduce these findings cannot be shared at this time as
the data also forms part of an ongoing study.
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